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In This Month’s Issue - September 2016
- Smith Gruppe Launches TheReversePitch.com
Platform
- Access To Capital Services— Commercial
Stated Income—Stated Asset Loans Are Back!

Contact Us (336) 937 - 0773

- YouTube Channel and Blog Talk Radio Media
Content
- 2016 Reverse Pitch Energy Summit

New Blog
As a result of ongoing request for Smith Gruppe CEO to share more of the firms insights, we have
launched a New Blog! This is not about the flaunting of rhetoric in order to appear as just another
“guru” in the marketplace; but truly about the delivery of extended value to entrepreneurs and
business practitioners. Weekly Posts—Relevant Content!
Visit Our New Blog

Smith Gruppe News
Smith Gruppe Launches The Reverse Pitch Platform
Our Vision is to establish an unprecedented platform that is open access for qualified innovators
that enables communities, industry and the world to realize their creative abilities and to become
more effective at solving the world’s problems. We envision an era driven by interdisciplinary
innovation derived from the synergy between the dynamics of innovation and collaboration.
The platform is designed to connect innovators to funding in order to elevate the level of research
in order to disseminate solutions on a broader scale.
The “REVERSE PITCH” bridges the “Gap” between corporate, private and government sectors
and true innovation.

Reverse Pitch = Innovation + Funding
If there is Innovation but no Funding then (Innovation = 0); or Funding but no “Reverse Pitch”
then the Problem is Unknown (Solutions = 0).
Please visit our website at www.TheReversePitch.com or click on the logo noted below.

See BELOW for our first
Reverse Pitch Event!

Access To Capital
Commercial Stated Income—Stated Asset
Loans Are Back!
Smith Gruppe has re-established its relationship with the
very highly recognized small balance commercial lending
institution Bayview Asset Management Corporation.
The subsidiary firm Silver Hill Funding has rolled out the
programs that were very prominent during the early
2000’s for alternative to bank financing for commercial
loans starting at $250,000 up to $1,000,000. Loan-ToValue is capped at 75%. Unlimited CASH OUT—WOW!
Contact us today to find out if you qualify at:
336-937-0773.

Order Your Copy Of How
To Finance A Business
Playbook Today!

Media
Smith Gruppe’s Channel:
Smith Gruppe has launched the Smith Gruppe YouTube Channel dedicated to keeping
our client base and web visitors aware of every degree of Programming taking place in
that calendar month. Whether it be a seminar, workshop, lunch and learn or even a
webinar, you will find that the Smith Gruppe YouTube channel is a valuable resource
for staying aware of our business offerings.

Listen To Our Show
Our Structure + Strategy + Leadership = Re$ults BlogTalk
The Radio Show features industry experts in there respective disciplines. That way,
you don't just get it from us, you get it direct from thought leading industry experts.
This allows you an opportunity to stay abreast of industry trends across multiple
market segments. There is no better way to be well-informed than by listening in.

Just In Case You Missed Them - Here are Just a Few:
Daily Compass Check: “Position vs. Leadership Authority
Daily Compass Check: “Successful CEO Turnarounds”
Daily Compass Check: “Strategy - Do You Have A Written Strategic Plan?”

Daily Compass Check: “Flawless Execution In Business”

Access To Capital: “Small Business Micro Loans $25,000 - $250,000
BlogTalkRadio:
Smith Gruppe Interview with The One-Hour Business Plan Author John McAdam

2016 Reverse Pitch Energy Summit
On behalf of Smith Gruppe, I invite you to attend the inaugural Reverse Pitch Energy
Summit. Smith Gruppe is partnering with Duke Energy and the NSBE (National Society
Of Black Engineers) SIG (Special Interest Group) to positively impact our environment by
participating in and contributing to the 2016 Energy Venture Summit as hosted by Duke
Energy, Inc.
Smith Gruppe in launching TheReversePitch.com platform desires to bridge the gap
between industry innovation and technology transfer by accelerating the process of
innovation in the fields of science, technology, engineering and math (STEM).
The Reverse Pitch Platform is a national and international platform that transcends
multiple market segments such as Aerospace, Energy, Bio-Technology, Pharmaceutical,
Bio-Medicine, Engineering and many others.
On a quarterly basis across the United States, The Reverse Pitch platform will deliver to
the marketplace government and private sector industry presentations as they present their
challenges to innovators and private capital market participants. The goal is to form
industry partnerships as a result of bringing innovators and funders into the same room of
thought leadership in order to solve industry and world problems. The following entities
are participating in the inaugural Energy Summit:

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here
Questions or Comments? E-mail us at Info@SmithGruppe.com or call us at 1-336-937-0773

